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Some Families o f Ze ro-Error Block Codes 
for the Two-User Binary Adder Channe l 

with  Feedback 
ZHEN ZHANG, TOBY BERGER, FELLOW, IEEE, AND JAMES I.,. MASSEY, FELLOW, IEEE 

Abstract -Families of zero-error codes for the real binary adder chan- 
nel with feedback that achieve high rate pairs are introduced. Two families 
of zero-error block codes are given for the case in which only one of the 
two senders receives feedback about the channel output. In the first of 
these families, the uninformed sender transmits at a rate of nearly one bit 
per symbol and the informed sender transmits slightly less that l/Z bit per 
symbol. The second family is designed for the case in which the informed 
sender sends at or near one bit per symbol and the uninformed one sends 
nearly l/2 bit per symbol. A family of zero-error codes is introduced, 
based on the Fibonacci recursion; these codes are readily implemented by 
means of a simple square-dividing strategy. The Fibonacci codes achieve 
R, = R, = log, [(l + J5)/2] in the limit of large block length. Time-shar- 
ing between members of these three code families is used to obtain an 
achievable rate region, or inner bound, to the zero-error capacity region 
for block coding. For the case in which the feedback is available to both 
senders, a variant of the Fibonacci difference equation is used to generate 
zero-error block codes with slightly higher asymptotic rate R, = R, = 
0.717. 

I. INTB~DuCTI~N 

C ONSIDER the two-access communicat ion system 
shown in F ig. 1. Two independent sources wish to 

send information to the receiver. During a  message inter- 
val, the messages emanat ing from the sources are encoded 
independently with two binary block codes of the same 
length n. We assume that-we have bit and  block synchron- 
ization 

The  two binary input vectors x and  y are transformed 
by the channel  into an  output vector z = x + y, where the 
plus sign denotes bit-by-bit addition over the reals. This 
so-called “binary adder  channel” is a  special case of the 
mu ltiple access channel. Block coding for this channel  has 
been  studied by several authors [l]-[5]. Its Shannon capac- 
ity region has been  determined, and  many results have 
been  obtained about uniquely decodable (i.e., zero-error) 
codes for it. We  shall design some uniquely decodable 
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1+1=2, 1+0= I, o+o=o 

Fig. 1. 2-user binary adder  channel  with partial feedback. 

block codes for cases in which z is fed back either to one  
or to both senders. 

If both encoding functions depend  on  the previous 
channel  outputs, we say we have full feedback. If only one  
of them does, we say we have partial feedback. We ‘con- 
centrate ma inly on  the partial feedback case. One  reason 
for this is that in the full feedback case, variable length 
codes perform significantly better than block codes (cf. 
PI>. 

We  now describe the encoding procedure for the two- 
access channel  with partial feedback shown in F ig. 1. The  
informed encoder’s encoding function fk for the kth time  
slot depends both on  the message m2 it is trying to send 
and  on  the channel  outputs during the first k - 1  time  
slots. That is, yk = fk(m,, zi; . . , zk-i). The  uninformed 
encoder’s output xk during the kth time  slot depends only 
on  the message m,. In the full feedback case we would 
have xk = gk(mi, zi,’ . ‘, zk-1). 

II. T W O  FAMILIES OF CODES FOR BINARY ADDER 
CHANNEL WITH PARTIAL FEEDBACK 

a) The sets W(n, k): For any x E (0, l> *, let 

t(x) =I{i: x~#x~-~, i>l} 1  

denote the number  of transitions in x. Define 

W(n,k)={~E{0,1}~: t(x)=k}, 

andnotethat IW(n,k)i=(nil). 

0018-9448/87/0900-0613$01.00 01987  IEEE 
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b) The ith run ii(x): The segment (x,; . 1, x~+~) of x is d) Rate pairs and rate sum: The rate for the first encoder 
denoted by f,(x) and called the ith run if is 

1) xj= . . . =xj+,, 1 

2, xj-l=xj+,+l#xj, 

R,=;log, 

3) l{s: lSs<j, x,fx,+i} l=i-1. and the rate for the second encoder is 
c) The first family of codes: The strategy of the first 

encoder, which receives no feedback, will be simply to 
1 

transform its message m, into a word x E W(n, k). The 
R,=;log, 

second encoder, which is privy to the feedback, first maps 
its message m2 into a word u E W(s, t) which it then sends 

For large n, s, and t, let k/n = p, t/s = q, and s/n = r. 

in n transmissions as follows. Let 
Then we have 

Q-h(p) R,-rh(d, 

where h(p) is the binary entropy function, and (*) be- 
Define f(0) = 0, f(1) = 2. The second encoder keeps send- comes 
ing ui until it receives a feedback f( ui). Then it keeps 2r-rqIp. (**) 
sending u2 until it receives a feedback f ( uZ), and so on. If 
and when it finishes with v, the second encoder keeps Using equality in (**), we have 
sending v,. 

The decoder receives z = (zi, . . . , zn) E (0, 1,2}“. De- r=p/P-4. 
note the indices of the non-l components of z by Therefore, the second rate is 
a,, a2, a3,. . a. If the number of the entries of this se- 
quence is s or bigger, then define the second decoding R, = ph(d/(2- 4). 
function by If p = l/2, then R, = 1, in which case the highest rate for 

u^(z> = ( f-l(qJI),*. -2 f-‘(z,,)). the second encoder under the constraint (**) is R, = 0.347. 
The highest rate sum reached by this family of codes is 

From 6(z), the decoder can reconstruct the sequence y found by equating to zero the derivatives of R, + R, with 
transmitted by the second encoder in the manner respect to p and to q. This yields h’(p) = h’(q) which 

i;. = u^I 
( 

al-, < j 2 a, 
implies that p = q. The optimizing p is then seen to satisfy 

83, 
h(p)+(2-p)h’(p)=O, which reduces to p2+p-l=O, 

j > a,. so it is p* = (6 - 1)/2. The resulting maximized rate sum 

The second decoding function is then defined by 
is - log(1 - p*), the numerical value of which is 

a(z) = z - 9(z). max(R,+RZ)=log2[2/(3-6)l 

It is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition 
=210g2 [(1+6)/2] =1.3885. 

for this code to be uniquely decodable is that, for any The rates of this code family are depicted in Fig. 2. 
x E W( n, k) and u E W(s, t), the length of the a-sequence 
is at least S. This is because in this case, and only in this 
case, can the second encoder finish sending u within n 

R, - uninformed 
I 

slots. Note that the second encoder successfully sends its 
digit yi only when yi agrees with the current digit sent by 
the first encoder. Thus, ui is sent successfully at the latest 
at the first transition in x. After the ith successful trans- 
m ission, if ui+i f ui, then the second encoder will succeed 
again at the next transition in the first encoder’s sequence; 
but if yi+l = y,, then the second encoder next succeeds 
either immediately if xi+l =x, or at the smallest j such 
that xj# xi+l if xi+l # xi. Thus, a sufficient condition 
that the u-sequence has length at least s is that the number 
of transitions in x equals or exceeds one plus the number 
of transitions t in u plus twice the number (S - t - 1) of 
nontransitions in u. That is, the condition that guarantees 
unique decodability is 

1.0 

0.5 - 

Shannon capacity 

0.5 I .o 

l+t+2(s-t-1)=2s-t-lGk. (*) 
Fig. 2. Rates of code families and inner bound to zero-error capacity 

for partial feedback case. 
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e) The second family of codes: For given n and k, we 
construct a  code from the set W(n, k). For any x E 
W(n, k), let ]Zi(x)] be  b,. Define 

u(x) = 
-h,- 

1, 
-b2- 

.a* l,O ,O,l, .** l,O ,O,l,~~~ 

This is a  binary sequence in W( n + 2k, 2k) which consists 
of k runs of l’s, whose lengths are the b,, separated from 
one  another by pairs of consecutive 0’s. The  first encoder  
sends the sequence u(x) for some x E W(n, k). The  sec- 
ond  encoder  continually uses the feedback to recover the 
sequence that the first encoder  already has sent. The  
second encoder  sends an  arbitrary sequence in (0, l}n+k 
into which it inserts a  0  whenever the feedback indicates 
that the first encoder  has just sent the first of a  pair of 
consecutive O’s in the previous slot. The  decoder  is able to 
recover the sequences sent by both encoders because it 
receives O’s only either in isolation or in runs of length 2. It 
knows that each of the O-pairs sent by the first encoder  
ends either at a  received isolated 0  or at the end  of a  
received pair of 0’s. Thus, the decoder  is able to recover 
the sequence sent by the first encoder.  Using that se- 
quence, the decoder  can then recover the sequence trans- 
m itted by the second encoder  and  expunge from it the k 
extra O’s that the second encoder  injected. 

The  rates of this code are 

Rl 

and 
n+k 

R,=- 
n+2k’ 

Letting k/n = p, we have for large n that 

R,-hCPMl+2P) 
and 

R, = (If ~)/(1+2~). 

I I J 
Fig. 3. Square dividing strategy. 

Temporari ly confine attention to the full feedback case. 
In this case, after receiving the first feedback, each encoder  
can identify which of these four subsquares was emp loyed 
during the first slot. They then divide it into smaller 
subsquares during the second slot, and  into finer and  finer 
subsquares during subsequent  slots. The  decoder,  on  the 
other hand, knows the input is a  message pair that belongs 
to one  of the subsquares that is consistent with the se- 
quence of channel  outputs observed thus far. The  decoder  
can make the correct decision provided that eventually 
there is only one  message pair that is consistent with the 
channel  output sequence. We  shall continue to consider 
only cases in which no  decoding error is allowed. Kasami 
and  Lin [3] call such zero-error codes “uniquely decod- 
able.” In the square-dividing terminology, unique decod- 
ability means  that eventually the square is divided into aa  b 
subsquares, each of which has a  unique channel  output 
sequence. 

F ig. 4  is an  example of a  uniquely decodable code with 
sizes a  = 5  and  b = 3. Note that in this example the first 
encoder  always sends either 111  for message one, 110  for 
message two, 100  for message three, 001  for message four 
or 000  for message five. Hence, the first encoder  need  not 
be  privy to the feedback. In slot 1  the second encoder  
sends 1  for either message one  or message two and  sends 0  
for message three. In the second slot for either message 
one  or message three, a  1  is sent if the larger of the two 

This family of achievable rate pairs also is sketched in F ig. possible feedback symbols was received and  a  0  is sent if 

2. Numerical results show that the best rate sum of any the smaller one  was received; the opposite is done  for 

code in this family is 1.375, slightly smaller than the best 
rate sum of the first code family. I 2 3 4 5 

III. CODES GENERATED BY DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS I 
a) Square dividing strategy: Encoding for the binary 

adder  channel  with full or partial feedback can also be  
described by means  of square dividing strategies analogous 
to those used by Schalkwijk [6] for binary, two-way chan- 2 

nels. Assume that the message sets at the two encoders are 
C,, t =1,2, where C,= {l;..,a} and  C,= {l;..,b}. We  
consider the set Cl X C,. In the first slot for a  message in a  s 
certain subset of Cl, say C:(O), send 0; for a  message in 
the set C:(l) = C, - C,‘(O), send 1. Similarly, for the sec- 
ond  encoder,  define C:(O) and  C:(l), and  send 0  and  1, F ig. 4. (3,5) iS 3-attainab1e: 
respectively. Thus, the square Cl X C, is divided into four 
subsquares with outputs 0, 1, and  2  as shown in F ig. 3. = (0.528,0.774) E R,. 
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message two. In the third and final slot, a 1 is sent unless 
the feedback pair from the first two slots indicates that the 
first encoder is trying to send the third of its five possible 
messages, in which case a 0 is sent. A unique ternary 
output sequence, shown on the subsquare diagonals, re- 
sults for each of the 15 possible message pairs. This is but 
one of many different zero-error coding strategies that 
could have been employed in this example. The rationale 
underlying this particular strategy is explained in subsec- 
tion b) below in conjunction with the proof of Theorem 1’. 

A pair of numbers (a, b) is called k-attainable (for the 
full feedback case or the partial feedback case) if there 
exists a uniquely decodable code (for the corresponding 
case) of length k with codeword sets of sizes a and b. 
Clearly, any pair that is k-attainable for the partial feed- 
back case must be k-attainable for the full feedback case. 
Of course, if (a, b) is k-attainable; c I a, and d I b, then 
(c, d) also is k-attainable. As shown by the example, (53) 
is 3-attainable with partial feedback. For small k, it is not 
difficult to determine whether or not a pair of numbers is 
k-attainable, but as k grows this task becomes imposing. 

We introduce a method to generate families of attain- 
able pairs. We call the codes we use to reach these pairs 
codes generated by difference equations. As their name 
implies, they have a recursive construction that makes 
them easy to encode and decode. Because of their high 
rates and ease of implementability, they are an interesting 
family of codes. 

b) Fibonacci codes: The simplest of our codes generated 
by difference equations will be called Fibonucci codes. Let 
{ ai } be the Fibonacci numbers defined by 

a, = aieI + ui-* (1) 

with a, = a, =l. We prove below that (ai, u~+~) is i- 
attainable. 

A pair of difference equations 

G-4 

will be called a pair of code generating equations for some 
initial conditions and a positive integer S if the sequences 
{ai> and {bi} g enerated by these equations and initial 
conditions have the property that ( ai, bi) is (S + i)- 
attainable for all i 2 1. Thus, we have claimed that the pair 
of Fibonacci equations a, = aipl + are2 and bi = bipl + 
bi--2 are code generating equations for a, = a, = b, =l, 
b, = 2, and S = 0. 

It is easy to find code generating equations, but at 
present we have no general way of finding ones that 
possess high rates. We shall show, however, that the afore- 
mentioned Fibonacci codes and another set of code gener- 
ating equations we introduce in Section IV do indeed 
achieve high rates. 

We now prove our claim that a pair of Fibonacci 
equations are code generating for the full feedback case. 
Subsequently, we extend this result to the partial feedback 
case. To facilitate the nroof. we introduce the concept of 

an attainable cluster. The union of all subsquares that 
share the same output sequence is called a cluster. For 
example, in the (5,3) code of Fig. 4, after the first step, the 
2x2 rectangle in the upper right corner and the 1 X3 
rectangle in the lower left corner together constitute a 
cluster. A cluster is k-attainable if after k or fewer further 
divisions, it can be reduced to single “points” each of 
which has a distinct output sequence. The cluster com- 
prised of the aforementioned 2 x 2 and 1 x 3 rectangles is 
2-attainable. These two rectangles are input-disjoint in the 
sense that the user inputs can be chosen independently for 
these two rectangles. It should be obvious that a cluster 
composed of two input-disjoint rectangles of sizes 1 X2 
and 1 x 1 is l-attainable. 

Theorem 1: A pair of Fibonacci equations with a, = a, 
= b, =l, b, = 2, and S = 0 are code generating for full 
feedback. 

Proof: First, we define two types of parameterized 
clusters and prove that, by one step of square dividing, 
each of them can be reduced to clusters of the same two 
types with smaller parameter values. The first cluster type 
is a union of two input-disjoint rectangles with sizes uk X 
b,- i and uk- i x b,; the second is a rectangle with size 
uk x b,. We denote them, respectively, by 

A, = uk x b,-, u ukpl x b, (3) 
and 

pk = uk x b,, (4) 
where a x b denotes an a by b rectangle and U denotes 
the union of input-disjoint rectangles. Note that we can 
choose the next input digit for the two users so as to divide 
X, into three parts, 

hk = bk-112 u [xk-,1, u bk-110, (5) 

where [ pk-i] 2 means that the set with output 2 is pk-i, 
and so on. 

For pLk, we can similarly choose the next input digit so 
that 

pk = bk-112 u bk-111 u bk-210. (6) 

Since the l-attainability of both A, = 1 X 1 U 1 X 2 and pi = 
1 x 2 are obvious, the theorem is proved. 

The limiting rates of the Fibonacci code family are 
1 

RI=R2=Rf= khmmklog2uk 
-+ 

= log, [(fi + 1)/2] = 0.694. 

This rate point is shown in Fig. 2. 
Now we show that the Fibonacci codes actually are 

implementable in the partial feedback case. 

Theorem 1’: A pair of Fibonacci equations with a, = a, 
= b, = 1, b, = 2, and S = 0 are code generating for partial 
feedback. 

Proof: We need to prove that the Fibonacci encod- 
ing strategy can be implemented with one of the two 
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encoders not having access to the feedback. That is, we 
must exhibit a technique by means of which the unin- 
formed encoder can correctly divide each of the clusters 
that appears in the square dividing procedure into l-sub- 
sets and O-subsets. Note, as shown in Fig. 5, that the sizes 
of the horizontal edges of the subsquares after the 
successive square divisions are: 

originally (Fig. 5a): uk 
after one division (Fig. 5b): uk-i, akP2 
after two divisions (Fig. 5~): ukP2, ukP3, akP2 
after three divisions (Fig. 5d): akw3, uke4, ukF3, ukP3, 

ak-4 

after four divisions: akP4, ukP5, ukP4, akP4, akP5, ukP4, 
‘k-5, ak-4 

and so on. Observe that, at the ith step, each of the sizes in 
question is either ak-i or a&-i. 

‘Jk 

ok-2 Ok-3 ok-2 

bk-2 

bk-3 

b-2 

ak- I Ok-2 

bk-1 

bk-z w  
bk-3 

h-4 

@I  (4 

Ok-3 Ok4%-3 Ok-3 ok-4 

bk-3 
bk-4 
h-3 

Fig. 5. (a) Original square. (b) First step of square dividing. (c) Second 
step of square dividing. (d) Third step of square dividing. 

Define ui = 1 if the message to be sent by the encoder 
without feedback is a member of a subset of size ukwi; 
otherwise, define ui = 0. The strategy of the encoder 
without feedback is to send the product xi = uiui-i at the 
ith step. This strategy is depicted in Fig. 6(a) and (b), the 
former of which shows the subset sizes arranged on 
successive levels of a tree and the latter of which shows the 
corresponding binary transmissions. 

Analogously define the binary function ui of the sizes of 
the vertical squares at the ith step by ui = 1 for subsets of 
size bk-i and ui = 0 for subsets of size bkPi -1. The 
strategy of the encoder with feedback is to send y, = vi@ 1 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. (a) Square dividing tree. (b) Encoding tree of encoder without 

feedback. 

@ “i-l at the i th step, which can be done using the past 
feedback to deduce the value of x,-i, and hence, recur- 
sively, the value of uiPl. 

Now we prove by induction that these two encoding 
algorithms achieve the same square dividing strategy we 
described in the full feedback case. At the first step, this is 
obvious. Generally, we need to prove that, for the two 
clusters studied in the proof of Theorem 1, the new strate- 
gies give precisely the desired dividing. In the case of the 
first cluster of size ak x b,, the two encoders are both 
sending l’s for the bigger subsets of sizes uk-i and bk-l, 
respectively, and O ’s for the smaller ones of sizes ukP2 and 
bkM2, respectively. It is easy to check that the resulting 
outputs, shown in Fig. 7(a), are precisely the ones we need 
in the proof of Theorem 1. For the second cluster, uk-i X 
b k- 2 u a k-2 x bk-l, the channel inputs calculated by the 
two encoders in accordance with the above prescriptions 
are shown in Fig. 7(b); note that the resulting outputs 
again exactly satisfy the requirements of the proof of 
Theorem 1. The next step, shown in Fig. 7(c), has the 
(5,3)-code of Fig. 4 embedded within it. We omit the 
general step in the induction argument because its validity 
should be apparent by now. 

(4 (b) (4 
Fig. 7. Encoding strategy of encoder with feedback. 

c) The inner bound to the zero-error capacity region: The 
three families of zero-error codes we have introduced can 
be combined by tangent lines representing time-sharing to 
produce an inner bound to the zero-error capacity region 
of the binary adder channel with partial feedback. This 
bound can be mildly improved in the low rate region for 
the uninformed encoder by appealing to an inner bound to 
the zero-error capacity region derived by Kasami et al. [4] 
for the case in which there is no feedback to either 
encoder; clearly, any inner bound for that case is an inner 
bound for the partial feedback case. That bound and a 
time-sharing line joining it to the second of our code 
families completes our overall inner bound depicted in Fig. 
2. The straight-line portion of this bound, between the 
curve of our first code family and the Fibonacci code, has 
slope -1 and a rate sum of 1.3885. 

IV. CODES GENERATED BY DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
FOR THE BINARY ADDER CHANNEL WITH 

FULL FEEDBACK 

a) Refinement of the Fibonucci code: We call a k-attain- 
able pair (a, b) optimal if (a + 1, b) and (a, b + 1) are no 
longer k-attainable. Consider the first few Fibonacci code 
sizes: 
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It is not hard to prove that the first three terms are optimal 
for k = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It turns out, however, that 
(5,9) is 4-attainable and (8,14) is 5-attainable. This sug- 
gests that there may exist code generating equations that 
generate codes with asymptotically equal rates greater than 
Rf. We proceed to show that this is indeed the case. 

Theorem 2: With a, = a, = b, =l, b, = 2, and S = 0, 
the following are code generating equations: 

ak=uk-l+ak-2+5uk&ll (7) 
b, = b,-, + b,-, +5bk-ll. (8) 

We prove this theorem in the Appendix. The { uk} and 
{ bk} of Theorem 2 give a lim iting rate pair of (0.717,0.717) 
which dominates that of the Fibonacci codes. We refer to 
the associated codes as refined Fibonucci codes. We have 
not yet ascertained whether or not (7) or (8) are code 
generating for the partial feedback case as well. 

We have also been able to produce code generating 
equations for the full feedback case with nonequal asymp- 
totic rates. However, since their rate pairs lie strictly within 
the lower bound to the capacity region described in part c) 
of this section, we have chosen not to discuss them here. 

b) Inner bound for the zero-error capacity region of a 
binary udder channel with full feedback: The convex hull of 
our first family of codes for the partial feedback case is an 
inner bound for the zero-error capacity region for the full 
feedback case. (The m irror image of the performance of 
the first family of codes dominates the performance of the 
second family of codes. Since either encoder one or en- 
coder two could choose to ignore its feedback, we get a 
better bound for the full feedback case by using only the 
first code family.) An additional improvement is obtained 
by incorporating the point (0.717,0.717), corresponding to 
the refined Fibonacci code, and then re-taking the convex 
hull. The resulting inner bound is shown in Fig. 8. 

Recently, Dueck [7] has derived the exact form of the 
zero-error full feedback capacity region for a certain class 

0 I 
0.5 I.0 

Fig. 8. Rates of first code family, extended Fibonacci code, and inner 
bound to zero-error capacity for full feedback case. 

of multiple access channels to which our full feedback case 
belongs. However, numerical evaluation of his capacity 
region description is fraught with challenging obstacles 
even in this special case so that our inner bound of Fig. 8 
is still of some interest. 

APPENDIX 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 VIA THREE LEMMATA. 

Lemma I: (5,45) is a 6-attainable pair. 
To prove this lemma requires checking the square divid- 

ing procedure step by step. We omit this tedious but 
straightforward task. 

Lemma 2: There exists K such that for k > K, 

a,/90 2 uk-9 Pa> 
b,/90 < b,-,. Pb) 

Proof of Lemma 2: We need to prove only that, if C is 
the largest eigenvalue of the characteristic equation of the 
difference equation (7), then 

c9/90-120. (10) 

This is readily verified by calculation. 

Lemma 3: The following clusters are k-attainable: 

‘k= bk+l- ak) x b, u uk x 5b,-, 

Ua,X(b,+,-b,)u5a,-,xb, 

p,=a,xbkUa,+,x5b,-,U(a,-,+5uk-,,)X5b,-, 

‘k= bk+l- ak)X(bk+l-bk)Uuk+2X5bk-7 

uk+3 
pk = 5b,-, x - 

2 
u5ak-9 X b, U ak X 5b,-, 

=k = bk+l - uk) ’ tbk+l - bk) 

uhk-, x b,-, u uk-2 x2!‘,-, 

rk = 2ak-, x bk-, u Uk x5b,-, U5ak-9 x b,. 

It is obvious that Theorem 2 is a consequence of Lemma 3. 

Proof of Lemma 3: We prove the following recursive 
inequalities, in which ’ denotes a cluster with the roles of a 
and b exchanged and I means that the parts after a 
square dividing are subsets of the sets listed on the right 
side. 

xk 2 [Pk-11, u[xk-,Il u [P’k-112 (11) 

bk 5 [Pk-II, UIXk-ll l u [6k-112 (12) 

6k 5 [Pk-11, ubk-lll” bk-112 (13) 

7k s [Pk-,I, U[b’k-lll 04) 

=k 5 [bk-11, u[Tk-lllu [“k-112 (15) 

Pk s (5~45) @  { [Pk-71, u [Xk-711 ’ bk-712>) (16) 

where the operator “(a, /I) @  ” multiplies the row and 
column cardinalities of each code in the succeeding curly 
bracket by (Y and by p, respectively. The lemma follows 
from these inequalities. 
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Proof of (11): 

hk=[ak-lxhk-~UakX5bk-9”(ak-ak-l)x5bk-,,l, 

u [ ak-1 x (b, - b,-,) U5a,-,, ’ bk-l ’ ak-l 

X~bk-,,U~ak-ak-,~xbk-~~, 

u [ak-l x bk-1 U5a,-, 

XbkU(bk-bk-1)X5ak-1012 

= [,$-,I, UIXk-lll ’ [P’k-112. 

Proof of (12): 
Since 

ak-ak&l’ak-2- >2a k_,24ak_628ak-s’5ak-,,, 

we have a&l + 5akelo < ak, so 

p= [~k-lXbk-,u(ak+5ak-10)x5bk-910 

~[~k-,X(~k-bk-l)U(ak-ak-l)xbk-~l, 

u bk - ~k-l)X(bk-bk-,)uak+lx5bk-812 

2 [&-,I, u [xk-l1, ’ [6k-112. 

Proof of (13): 
Since 

b k-l 2 2b,-, 2 4b k-5 2 8b,-,’ &-lo, 

we have 

6,= [t2,_,Xb,-,],u ~k-lX5bk-,ubk-,x5ak-,, 

aki2 

u 2  
- x  5b,-, 1 1  
5b,-,, x  5a&,, u y  x5b,-, 1 2 

_< [ &-,I, u bk-lll” [Pk-112. 

Proof of (14): 

7k = [ak&l x bk-, u ak X5bk-91, 

u [ a&1 x b,v, u b, X5ak-,l, 

5 Lb,-II, u[Pk-,‘ll. 
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Proof of (15): 

?Tk = [a&lx b&j, U[a,-, XSb,-,o u2ak-2 

x b,-, Ubk-1 X5ak-,01, 

u [5akplo X5bkelo u ak-2 X2bk-212 

5 [,&-,I, u bk-111 u[Tk-1’]2* 

Proof of (16). 

pk 5 (5,45) ‘8 { bke6 x uk-6 u ak-9 

x2b,-, Ukk-, x  b,-,} 

2 (5345) @  {I&-, x ak-710 

u [a,‘--, x (b-6 - bk-7) 

U(ak-,-ak-,)Xbk-~l, 

u[(ak-6-ak-7)X(bk-6-bk-7) 

u a,-,X2b,-, U2a,-, x b,-,I,} 

_< (5,45)~{[Pk-,1,“[xk-,1,u[~k-,12}’ 

Theorem 2 gives a  lim iting rate pair (0.71’7,0.71’7), which 
dominates that of the F ibonacci codes. 
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